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Description：
Mystery Stone from Heaven is created by Simple Studio and based on UE4 engine. We designed and recomposed a fantastic

story based on the history of Sh 5d3b920ae0

Title: Mystery Stone from Heaven
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Simple Culture and Creativity LLC
Publisher:
Shuidonggou Travel Development co.LTD, Simple

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or AMD 

English,Simplified Chinese

Full Review URL - http://www.htcvivegamereviews.com/all-review-list/mystery-stone-heaven-review/ FULL Lets Play Video -
http://www.htcvivegamereviews.com/all-video-list/mystery-stone-heaven-explore-wisdom-brave/ 3/10 Iu2019m playing some
weird games for VR and Mystery Stone from Heaven is a STRANGE mix of feelings, themes and graphics. You start the game
with a Chinese narrative(no translation from what I could see). I frantically pushed buttons wondering if there was something to
toggle but somewhere along the opening scene, translations began. Of course, the translations are Google Translate quality so
there is some silly things such as u201cPrevent walking around in space with unprincipled from getting injured.u201d There is a
lot of dialogue from the Simple Family u2013 weird, cutesy out of place cartoonish characters who give you hints on the game.
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The game ironically has an inventory system that actually works(a backpack). There was a lot of objects that you could pick up
but it seemed like it only required a select few to move on. What is jarring about the game is the way the u201cstyleu201d
changes. The animals that live in Mystery Stone from Heaven actually look quite great and out of place. Theyu2019re not
cartoony and look quite intimidating although they pose no danger from what I could tell(maybe I could walk into them and
die?) They seemed happy to sit there and snarl at me. For instance, the Scorpions look like something out of Skyrim but
theyu2019re in an education u2013 low action game. Itu2019s quite strange. The music is also quite varying u2013 ranging
from EPIC fantasy combat music as you shoot a bow which ends just as abruptly or the knock off Halo music when you begin
the second area. There is a super long track when you summon a princess which sounds like something from a Final Fantasy
game complete with a cool EDM track. The princess actually looks high quality and the effects used putting together the
princess are actually really good and out of place for the rest of the game. The actual length of the game seems to be about 20
minutes but to be honest u2013 Iu2019m not sure if I completed the game or not. I basically died, woke up in my office and the
credits rolled. Iu2019m not sure if the u201cdeathu201d was inevitable but I accepted my fate and shut off the game. The
puzzles arenu2019t anything too difficult u2013 just find a few objects, put them in a resurrection area and proceed. The
second level caught me a little off guard and an accident revealed the way for me. With the HTC vive, it is impossible to move
with something in that same hand for teleporting so that made a couple parts annoying(like shooting the bow) u2013 maybe
intentional or not. Iu2019m not sure I can really RECOMMEND buying a game like this unless youu2019re looking to be
amused for a short time. The translations of Mystery Stone from Heaven might be enough for your enjoyment or the out of
place music. Just donu2019t go in expecting a real game or story. Surprisingly, there wasnu2019t a terrible amount of bugs.ok,
well the rhino running through the wall was funny but nothing game breaking. If it was a bit cheaper, Iu2019d probably
recommend it just for a u201ccheck it outu201d type game and maybe if its under $3-$4, it could be worth that price tag.
Iu2019ve certainly played shorter or worse games for a more expensive price.. Full Review URL -
http://www.htcvivegamereviews.com/all-review-list/mystery-stone-heaven-review/ FULL Lets Play Video -
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lot of dialogue from the Simple Family u2013 weird, cutesy out of place cartoonish characters who give you hints on the game.
The game ironically has an inventory system that actually works(a backpack). There was a lot of objects that you could pick up
but it seemed like it only required a select few to move on. What is jarring about the game is the way the u201cstyleu201d
changes. The animals that live in Mystery Stone from Heaven actually look quite great and out of place. Theyu2019re not
cartoony and look quite intimidating although they pose no danger from what I could tell(maybe I could walk into them and
die?) They seemed happy to sit there and snarl at me. For instance, the Scorpions look like something out of Skyrim but
theyu2019re in an education u2013 low action game. Itu2019s quite strange. The music is also quite varying u2013 ranging
from EPIC fantasy combat music as you shoot a bow which ends just as abruptly or the knock off Halo music when you begin
the second area. There is a super long track when you summon a princess which sounds like something from a Final Fantasy
game complete with a cool EDM track. The princess actually looks high quality and the effects used putting together the
princess are actually really good and out of place for the rest of the game. The actual length of the game seems to be about 20
minutes but to be honest u2013 Iu2019m not sure if I completed the game or not. I basically died, woke up in my office and the
credits rolled. Iu2019m not sure if the u201cdeathu201d was inevitable but I accepted my fate and shut off the game. The
puzzles arenu2019t anything too difficult u2013 just find a few objects, put them in a resurrection area and proceed. The
second level caught me a little off guard and an accident revealed the way for me. With the HTC vive, it is impossible to move
with something in that same hand for teleporting so that made a couple parts annoying(like shooting the bow) u2013 maybe
intentional or not. Iu2019m not sure I can really RECOMMEND buying a game like this unless youu2019re looking to be
amused for a short time. The translations of Mystery Stone from Heaven might be enough for your enjoyment or the out of
place music. Just donu2019t go in expecting a real game or story. Surprisingly, there wasnu2019t a terrible amount of bugs.ok,
well the rhino running through the wall was funny but nothing game breaking. If it was a bit cheaper, Iu2019d probably
recommend it just for a u201ccheck it outu201d type game and maybe if its under $3-$4, it could be worth that price tag.
Iu2019ve certainly played shorter or worse games for a more expensive price.
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